Fast-Forward Technology
put to the Endurance Test
Dear Mr XXXX
The interest in our new Table-Medal-Automat TMA 350 has vastly surpassed our
expectations. Technicians from 19 mints from around the world have come to Düsseldorf
during the last months to see the effectiveness of the new Fast Forward Technology for
themselves.
Some of them brought their own tools in order to conduct test series, sometimes lasting
several days, to check if we had promised too much. We had not. Be it 60 mm medals
with high reliefs, bimetal, special types or ultra-thin blanks for the precious metal
portfolio: The TMA-350 won our guest over with its flexibility, speed, precision and ease
of operation.
For us, this was the best field test. This variety of uses gave us new insights and
experiences which we used to implemented in the design and programming of the 350
series of our TMA immediately. Despite its newness the TMA-350 is thus an already
sophisticated machine, which is dependable and operates on a level of maximum
economic performance – as is expected of Sack & Kiesselbach.
At the TEMAN 2017 in Kuala Lumpur in October, we will present with a detailed paper
more about our TMA-350.
Make an appointment for a meeting beforehand >>

Eight hours after delivery: the first coin has been formed

The Mint of Poland put the TMA-350 in July into operation in order to realise innovative
concepts with it. Our Polish friends were most surprised however, when the machine
could already produce coins only eight hours after delivery.
If you will be present at the Coin Conference in Warsaw, make sure to watch our new
TMA-350 in action at the Mint of Poland.
In the meanwhile also other mints placed new orders with us.
Once again it has become obvious that innovative thinking and showing interest in the
customers' requirements pays off!
With kind regards
from Düsseldorf
Your S&K Team

Contact to Sack & Kiesselbach >>
Learn more technical details >>
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